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ABSTRACT
We present a detailed non-spherical modeling of dark matter halos on the
basis of a combined analysis of the high-resolution halo simulations (12 halos
with N  106 particles within their virial radius) and the large cosmological
simulations (5 realizations with N = 5123 particles in a 100h−1Mpc boxsize).
The density proles are well approximated by a sequence of the concentric triaxial
distribution with their axis directions being fairly aligned. We characterize the
triaxial model quantitatively by generalizing the universal density prole which
has previously been discussed only in the framework of the spherical model. We
obtain a series of practically useful tting formulae in applying the triaxial model;
the mass and redshift dependence of the axis ratio, the mean the concentration
parameter, and the probability distribution functions of the the axis ratio and
the concentration parameter. These accurate tting formulae form a complete
description of the triaxial density proles of halos in Cold Dark Matter models.
Our current description of the dark halos will be particularly useful in predicting a
variety of nonsphericity eects, to a reasonably reliable manner, including the gas
and temperature proles of X-ray clusters, the estimates of the Hubble constant
estimated via the Sunyaev { Zel’dovich eect, the weak and strong lens statistics,
and the non-linear clustering of dark matter.




The density proles of dark matter halos have attracted a lot of attention recently since
?)NFW hereafter]nfw96,nfw97 discovered the unexpected scaling behavior in their simulated
halos. Subsequent independent higher-resolution simulations (?, e.g.,)]fukushige97,fukushige01,moore98,jing
conrmed the validity of the NFW modeling, in particular the presence of the central cusp,
although the inner slope of the cusp seems somewhat steeper than they originally claimed.
Those previous models, however, have been based on the spherical average of the density
proles. Actually it is also surprising that the fairly accurate scaling relation applies after
the spherical average despite the fact that the departure from the spherical symmetry is
quite visible in almost all simulated halos (?, e.g., Fig.1 of )]jingsuto00.
A more realistic modeling of dark matter halos beyond the spherical approximation is
important in understanding various observed properties of galaxy clusters and non-linear
clustering (especially the high-order clustering statistics) of dark matter in general. In par-
ticular, the non-sphericity of dark halos is supposed to play a central role in the X-ray
morphologies of clusters (Jing, et al. 1995; Buote & Xu 1997), in the cosmological param-
eter determination via the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich eect (Birkinshaw, Hughes & Arnaud 1991;
Inagaki, Suginohara & Suto 1995; Yoshikawa, Itoh & Suto 1998) and in the prediction of the
cluster weak lensing and the gravitational arc statistics(Bartelmann et al. 1998; Meneghetti
et al. 2000, 2001; Molikawa & Hattori 2001; Oguri, Taruya, & Suto 2001). Nevertheless
useful analytical modeling of the non-sphericity is almost impossible, and numerical simula-
tions are the only practical means to provide statistical information. While a few previous
numerical studies (?, e.g.,)]yoshida00,meneghetti01 have discussed this issue in the context
of constraining the nature of dark matter itself, there is no systematic and statistical study
to model and characterize the density proles of simulated halos. This is exactly what we
will present in the rest of the paper.
This paper is organized as follows; two dierent sets of N-body simulations that we
extensively analyze here are described in x2. In x3, we discuss how to dene the iso-density
surfaces of dark mater halos from simulation data and then argue that they are well approx-
imated by a sequence of the concentric triaxial model. Section 4 characterizes the statistical
distribution of the triaxial model parameters. Finally x5 is devoted to summary and discus-
sion.
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2. Simulations for dark matter halos
We use two dierent simulations for the current purpose. The rst is our new set of
cosmological N-body simulations with N = 5123 particles in a 100h−1Mpc box, and the other
is a set of high-resolution halo simulation runs. We describe the two simulations in the next
subsections in order.
2.1. Cosmological simulations
The rst set of simulations is our new runs with N = 5123 particles in a 100h−1Mpc box.
These runs have been carried out in 2001 with our Particle-Particle-Particle-Mesh (P3M) code
on the vector-parallel machine VPP5000 at the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan.
The code adopts the standard P3M algorithm (Hockney & Eastwood 1981; Efstathiou et
al. 1985), is vectorized (Jing & Suto 1998), and has been recently parallelized. A mesh of
12003 grid points is used for the Particle-Mesh (PM) force computation with the optimized
Green function (Hockney & Eastwood 1981). The short-range force is compensated for
the PM force calculation at the separation less than  = 2.7H , where H is the mesh cell
size (Efstathiou et al. 1985). The linked-list technique has been used for computing the
short-range Particle-Particle (PP) interaction with 4483 linked-list cells. The computer has
a total of 64 processors, and we use NCPU = 8 to 32 processors, upon their availability,
to run our code. The most important advantage of the machine for our work is that each
processor has a big memory of 16GB, sucient for storing all the information of the code.
The PM computation can be easily parallelized. More important is to parallelize the PP
computation which dominates the CPU computation time for a strongly clustered simulation
like our present case. We sliced the simulation box in one direction (e.g. z-axis) with the
thickness chosen to be the cell size of the linked-list cell. Those 448 slices in total are sorted
in the descending order according to the number of particles they contain. We distribute
the PP force computation among the dierent processors in a simple way; n-th processor
(n = 1 to NCPU) is assigned the force computation for those slices with indices of jNCPU +n
where j runs from 0 to jmax  448/NCPU − 1. The PP interaction of the particles in the
same slice and in the adjacent lower slice is considered, so the interaction for each pair
of particles is computed only once. With this computation partition, we nd that the
load-balance problem, which becomes progressively serious for P3M simulations in the later
strongly clustered regime, can be overcome to a satisfactory degree; even at the nal stage
of our simulation runs, the CPU time for the PP part is nearly inversely proportional to the
number of the processors used. This implies that the code has achieved a good parallelization
eciency.
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We consider two representative cold dark matter (CDM) models; a low-density flat
cosmological model (LCDM) with Ω0 = 0.3 and λ0 = 0.7, and the Einstein-de Sitter model
with Ω0 = 1 (SCDM). The primordial density fluctuation is assumed to obey the Gaussian
statistics, and the power spectrum is given by the Harrison-Zel’dovich type. The linear
transfer function for the dark matter power spectrum is taken from Bardeen et al. (1986).
The shape and the normalization of the linear power spectrum are specied by the shape
parameter, Γ = Ω0h, and σ8 respectively, where h is the Hubble constant in 100kms
−1Mpc−1
and σ8 is the rms linear density fluctuation within the sphere of the radius 8 h
−1Mpc. Table 1
summarizes the physical and simulation parameters used for these simulations. We adopted
σ8 = 0.9 for LCDM and 0.55 for SCDM, both of which are slightly smaller than those in our
previous simulations (Jing & Suto 1998), but seem more consistent with recent observations
(e.g., Seljak 2002; Lahav et al. 2002). With the adopted values for those physical parameters,
the LCDM model satises almost all current observations while the SCDM model is known
to have many diculties. Therefore we mainly analyze the LCDM model for our purpose,
and sometimes use the SCDM simulation just for comparison.
The boxsize of our cosmological simulations is 100 h−1Mpc, so the particle mass is mp =
6.2  108h−1M and 2.1  109h−1M, respectively, for the LCDM and SCDM simulations
(Table 1). The force resolution is η = 20 h−1kpc for the linear density softening form
(Efstathiou et al. 1985; this roughly corresponds to η/3 for the Plummer-type softening
length). The simulations are evolved by 1200 time steps from the initial redshift zi = 72.
Two realizations are computed for each model. One additional LCDM simulation (LCDMa)
uses a smaller force softening η = 10 h−1kpc and is evolved with 5000 time steps in order to
check the possible eect of the force softening on the nal dark matter distribution especially
at small scales. As far as the shape of the virialized halos is concerned, we made sure
that both simulations LCDM and LCDMa yield almost identical results. In what follows,
therefore, we do not distinguish LCDM and LCDMa, and simply refer to them as LCDM.
2.2. Identification of dark halos in the cosmological simulations
The Friends-Of-Friends (FOF) method is a widely used algorithm to identify dark matter
clumps in N-body data. The mean overdensity within the clumps is approximately propor-
tional to b−3, where b is the bonding length. It has been shown that the FOF clumps with
b = 0.2 d, where d  L/N1/3 is the mean separation of particles, approximately correspond to
the virialized dark matter halos of the mean overdensity 180 (?, e.g.,)]davis85,LC94. On the
other hand, a large fraction of the FOF clumps identied with b = 0.2 d are known to form
a system of multiple virialized halos that are bridged via thin laments (e.g., Suto, Cen &
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Ostriker 1992; Suginohara & Suto 1992; Jing & Fang 1994, hereafter JF94). JF94 proposed
to compute the overdensity around the local potential minima within each FOF clump to
separate the virialized halos. While this can eectively achieve the goal, it is time-consuming
to nd the local potential minima (because there may be multiple minima within a single
FOF clump).
Here we propose to use an alternative method which works faster. The thin bridges
connecting the halos identied with b = 0.2 d can be eectively eliminated by reducing b. By
trial and test, we found that the thin bridges almost disappear if we adopt b = 0.1 d. With
this recipe, however, the resulting FOF clumps have a smaller size and a higher overdensity
than those dened according to the spherical collapse model. Therefore our scheme should
be interpreted to identify rst the central parts or the substructures of the entire halo. Next,
for each FOF clump of b = 0.1 d, we compute the gravitational potential of every member
particle. The position of the particle of the minimum potential is dened as the center of
the hosting halo. Then the spherical overdensity is computed around the halo center with
increasing the radius, and the virial radius rvir is found when the overdensity reaches the
value predicted in the spherical collapse model. Here we use the tting formula of Bryan
and Norman (1998) for Ω(z) + λ(z) = 1 models:
vir(z)  3Mvir
4pir3virρcrit
= 18pi2 + 60 [Ω(z)− 1]− 32 [Ω(z)− 1]2 , (1)
where ρcrit is the critical density of the Universe. Since our choice b = 0.1 d preferentially
selects smaller clumps than those predicted in the spherical model, some fraction of such
clumps turn out to be substructures within the virial radius of a larger halo dened in the
above equation. If the virial spheres of more than one halos overlap, we simply retain the
most massive clump and throw away the others from the nal halo list.
2.3. High-resolution halo simulations
Our cosmological simulations which we described above have a sucient spatial resolu-
tion to discuss the statistics concerning the halo shapes and the concentration of the density
prole (x4 and 5) as was conducted by Jing (2000) in the framework of the spherical ap-
proximation. Actually except for a delicate problem of determining the slope of the central
cusp at r  0.01rvir, larger simulation volume is more important than the higher resolution
for the current purpose. Nevertheless we also use our higher-resolution halo simulations
(Jing & Suto 2000; hereafter simply referred to halo simulations) to demonstrate that our
triaxial modeling indeed provides a better description for halo proles than the conventional
spherical modeling (x3).
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These halos are simulated with about a million particles within their virial radii (see
Table 1 of Jing & Suto 2000). For mass scales of clusters, groups, and galaxies, there are four
halos, respectively, and thus twelve halos in total. They are simulated in the LCDM model
except the fluctuation amplitude, σ8 = 1 (Kitayama & Suto 1997), is a bit larger than our
current choice σ8 = 0.9. Another advantage of the halo simulations is that those halos are
simulated with almost the equal number of particles independently of the mass of the halos,
and thus the resolution relative to the virial radius and the halo mass is kept constant. This
is not the case for the cosmological simulations in which massive halos would have a better
resolution in terms of the number of particles involved. Thus the possible articial eect due
to the variable resolution is suppressed in the halo simulations.
After Jing & Suto (2000) was published, we have completed runs of additional two
halos with a galactic mass and with a group mass. Those new halos are referred to GX5 and
GR5, respectively, according to our previous convention. While we add these two, we also
eliminate two previous halos from the list of halos that we examine below; GR2 which shows
a clear bi-modal structure, and GX1 which is seriously disrupted at z  0.5 due to the tidal
force of a nearby massive object. This is because the major purpose of analyzing the halo
simulation catalogues is to check the validity of the triaxial modeling for typical halos. The
fraction of those atypical halos is properly taken into account in the statistics drawn from
the cosmological simulations. Thus the above replacement does not bias our conclusion.
3. Modeling the non-spherical density profiles of dark matter halos
In this section, we propose that a non-sphericity in the density proles of dark halos
is well described by a triaxial model on the basis of the detailed analysis of the halo sim-
ulations. In fact, we demonstrate that the triaxial modeling signicantly improves the t
to the simulated proles, at least for relatively relaxed halos, compared to the conventional
spherical model. The statistical description including the probability distribution functions
for axis ratios and the concentration parameters will be discussed in the next section using
the cosmological simulations.
3.1. Defining the iso-density surfaces inside individual halos
The shapes of dark halos have been previously studied by many authors (?, e.g.,
)]BE87,Warren92,jing95,thomas98, and it is already well known that they exhibit a signi-
cant amount of departure from spherical distribution. Those previous studies rst compute
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the inertial tensor for each halo, and then compute the distribution of the axial ratios and
the correlation of the direction of the principal axes. While this is a well-dened method to
characterize the shape of halos in principle, we do not employ this for two reasons.
First, this method assumes that we know in advance which particles belong to each
halo. In reality this is not the case since we usually attempt to determine the member
particles of a halo and its shape simultaneously. This is serious because the inertia tensor is
sensitive to the outer boundary of the halo where the membership of particles is also dicult
to dene. Previous studies get around the problem by applying the procedure iteratively;
rst, all particles within a certain spherical radius from the center of halo are included to
compute the inertial tensor and the resulting ellipsoidal conguration. Next, those particles
outside the ellipsoid are thrown away from the member particles of the halo, and the inertia
tensor is re-calculated. This procedure is repeated until the solution converges. While this
method seems to work well in previous low-resolution N-body data, we were not able to
obtain a good convergence in the case of our high-resolution halos. This is ascribed to the
fact that our high-resolution halos retain a signicant amount of substructures which have
been articially erased due to the overmerging eect in previous lower-resolution simulations.
The iteration procedure is not stable in the presence of signicant substructures especially
at the boundary region of halos, since the inertial tensor is quite sensitive to them.
Second, our main interest here is not simply to dene the overall shape of halos, but
to characterize the density prole. Therefore we would like to have a sequence of iso-
density surfaces with dierent overdensities. The ellipsoidal surface obtained from the above
procedure, even if it converges, is not related to those iso-density surfaces, and thus not so
useful after all for our purpose here.
With the above problems of the previous method in mind, we propose another approach
to nd the iso-density surfaces. This begins with the computation of a local density at each
particle’s position. We adopt the smoothing kernel widely employed in the Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH) method (?, e.g., )]HK89:


























(hi < r < 2hi),
0 otherwise
(2)
where hi is the smoothing length for the i-th particle. We use 32 nearest neighbor particles
to compute the local density ρi, and hi is set to be a half of the radius of the sphere that
contains those 32 neighbors. Using ρi, we construct the iso-density surfaces corresponding
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to the 5 dierent thresholds:
ρ(n)s = A
(n)ρcrit, (3)
A(n) = 100 5n−1 (n = 1  5). (4)
In practice, we collect all particles satisfying 0.97ρ
(n)
s < ρi < 1.03ρ
(n)
s to dene the n-th
isodensity surface. The typical sizes (the mean radii) of those surfaces are 0.6, 0.4, 0.25 0.12
and 0.06 times the virial radius of the halo, respectively.
Actually a straightforward application of equation (3) results in many small distinct
regions with the identical density threshold inside an individual halo. This is again due to
the presence of the strong substructures in the halo. Since we are interested in the isodensity
surfaces which represent the overall density prole of the parent halo, we have to eliminate
those small regions corresponding to the substructures. For this purpose, we again use the
FOF technique but with a dierent bonding length from that we used when identifying the
virialized halos. After some trial and error, we nd that an adaptive (i.e., dependent on each
isodensity value) bonding length of bn = 3(ρ
(n)
s /mp)
−1/3 works well (?, c.f., )]SCO92.
3.2. Triaxial model fits to the iso-density surfaces
Figure 1 plots typical examples of the projected particle distributions within the iso-
density surfaces for four dierent halos (CL3, GR1, GR5 and GX3) after particles in strong
substructures are eliminated as described above. Those plots clearly suggest that the isoden-
sity surfaces are typically approximated as triaxial ellipsoids. So we performed the following











The origin of the coordinates is always set at the center of mass of each surface, and the
principal vectors a, b and c (a  b  c) are computed by diagonalizing the inertial tensor
of particles in the surface (Fig.2). The projected views of the corresponding tted ellipsoids
are shown at the bottom panels in Figure 1, which implies that the ellipsoid tting is a good
approximation (at least visually).
Figure 3 plots the dependence of the axis ratios, a/c and b/c, on the isodensity threshold
ρs. Naturally each halo exhibits dierent behavior which may reflect the dierent merging
history and/or tidal force eld. Nevertheless, several systematic dependences are quite vis-
ible. The halos of cluster mass generally have smaller axial ratios than those of galactic
mass, implying that the halos of the galactic mass are rounder on average than those of
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cluster mass. This mass-dependence will be quantied with a large sample of halos from the
cosmological simulations in x4.
On the other hand, we also note that the axial ratios decrease with increasing the
density; the iso-density surfaces become more elongated in the central region than in the
outer region. The mean (with the one-sigma error bar) of the axial ratios computed from
the twelve halos are plotted in the right panels of Figure 3 (the symbols). The solid lines

















Figure 4 shows the degree of the alignment of the axis directions among isodensity
surfaces at dierent densities (radii). We dene θ11 as the angle between the major axis of
the isodensity surfaces and that of the A(3) = 2500 isodensity surface as shown in Figure
2. Similarly, θ22 is dened with respect to their middle axes. According to our denition,
cos θ11 = cos θ22 = 1 at ρs/ρcrit = A
(3) = 2500.
We nd that the major axes align pretty well within a halo; for about 70% of the halos
θ11 at dierent radii is larger than 0.7. For about half of the sample, θ11 is larger than 0.9.
In a few cases (3 out of 12 halos), however, the alignment of the major axes is poor. When
we check these halos individually (e.g. GR1), it turns out that b/c for the two halos is quite
close to unity, indicating they are oblate halos with b  c and thus the direction of the major
axis is dicult to measure (if b = c, the direction of the major axis is arbitrary within a
plane). Thus the apparent mis-alignment of their major axes is not meaningful. Only for
the remaining one halo (GX3; Figure 1), the major axes of the outer and the innermost
isodensity surfaces are indeed perpendicular to that at the middle. This is the real case that
the major axes are signicantly mis-aligned.
The alignments of the middle axes show similar behavior: for most of the halos the
degree of the alignment is satisfactory. For those which show signicant misalignment of the
middle axes, their a/b or b/c ratio is usually quite close to unity and the direction of the
middle axes (and the minor or major axes) can be poorly determined at best. Only in the
case like GX3, no simple ellipsoid description can be found, but this is fairly exceptional.
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3.3. Triaxial versus spherical modeling of dark halos
In the last subsection, we have seen that the isodensity ellipsoids at dierent radii are
approximately aligned, and the axial ratios of the ellipsoids are nearly constant. These
facts suggest the possibility that the internal density distribution within a halo can be
approximated by a sequence of the concentric ellipsoids of a constant axis ratio. To show
this to be an improved description over the conventional spherical description, we compute
the quadrupole of the particle distribution within a spherical shell (Qs) or an ellipsoid shell
(Qe). For a spherical shell, the positions of particles inside the shell can be described by

x = r sin θ cos φ
y = r sin θ sin φ
z = r cos θ
(8)
with r being the (conventional) spherical radius. Similarly, the positions of the particles in












sin  sin 
Z = R cos 
, (9)
where X, Y and Z axes are the principal vectors of the ellipsoidal shell, and a/c and b/c are
the axis ratios. In the rest of the paper, we preferentially use the capital R to refer to the
length of the major axis dened in the triaxial model.
Then the quadrupole moments of the iso-density surfaces in the spherical and triaxial























where the summation over j runs for all particles (Np) in the iso-density surface, and Ylm
is the spherical harmonics. If the spherical (triaxial) model is exact, Qs (Qe) vanishes.
Using these measures, we will show the extent to which the triaxial model indeed provides
a signicantly improved description for the simulated halos.
In practice, we compute Qs(r) and Qe(R) for 5 shells of each halo at r = R = 0.65rvir,
0.35rvir, 0.2rvir,0.12rvir, and 0.065rvir with the shell thickness r/r = R/R = ln 10 0.1 =
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0.23. Those shells are centered at the potential minimum of the halo. In the triaxial model,
we assume that the shells have the same axis ratios and the same principal axis directions
as measured from the isodensity surface at A(3) = 2500. Thus those shells do not necessarily
correspond to the iso-density surfaces that we have discussed. Actually this treatment is
important because otherwise the triaxial model (with more degrees of freedom) should always
provide a better t. Also this approximation is most likely what one would like to apply
statistically to halos of visible objects, which would yield a practical and fair comparison
between the spherical and triaxial models.
Figure 5 indicates that our triaxial model even with its simplied version as described
above ts the simulated halo proles much better than the spherical model. For 10 out of
12 halos, the ratio, Qe(R)/Qs(r), is much smaller than 1 at all scales (r = R). Even for the
remaining two halos (GX3 and GR5), the ratio exceeds unity a bit only at the largest radius,
and the triaxial description is again preferred at other radii.
3.4. Density profiles in the triaxial model
The next important task is to describe the density proles in the triaxial model generaliz-
ing the previous results in the spherical approximation (?, NFW,)]moore98,jingsuto00,k2001.
In the same spirit of the previous subsection, we do not perform the t to the iso-density
surfaces that we identied, but rather compute the mean density ρ(R) at the simplied
triaxial shells (i.e., the same axis ratios and the axis directions for the entire halo as those
measured from its isodensity surface at A(3) = 2500) within a thickness of R/R = 0.12.
Figure 6 plots the density proles measured in this way for individual halos as a function






α (1 + R/R0)
3−α , (12)
where R0 is a scale radius and δc is a characteristic density. Again following the denition
of r200 in the spherical model (within which the mean matter density is 200ρcrit), we dene








The non-trivial dependence of e on the axis ratios in the above equation is chosen so that
Re becomes a xed fraction of the virial radius rvir (see Fig.7 below).
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The best-ts to equation (12) for each halo are shown in Figure 6 for α = 1.5 (solid
lines) and for α = 1.0 (dotted lines). Up to the resolution limit of the halo simulations
(R/Re  0.02), equation (12) yields a good t both for α = 1 and for α = 1.5. If comparing
the ts to the simulation data more carefully, however, α = 1 works better for the halos
of cluster mass and α = 1.5 better for those of galactic mass, which is consistent with the
nding of Jing & Suto (2000) in the spherical model (?, but see ) for a dierent point of
view] fukushige01.




which is plotted in the upper panel of Figure 7 adopting α = 1.0 (crosses) and α = 1.5 (lled
circles) in the t. In what follows we will not address the issue related to the inner slope
of the density proles, and adopt α = 1. It should be noted, however, that our statistical
results presented in the next section can be readily applied to the α = 1.5 case since the
ratio ce(α = 1.5)/ce(α = 1) is always close to 1/2.
Before moving to the statistical analysis using the cosmological simulations, we note
that the value of Re and thus that of ce are dependent on our specic denition of e
(eq.[13]). As the middle and bottom panels in Figure 7 indicate, both Re/rvir and ce/cvir
(where cvir is the ratio of the virial halo radius to the scale radius rs in the spherical model)
remain constant ( 0.45) independently of the mass of the halos when we adopt equation
(13) for e. This property is quite useful in applying our results for a variety of theoretical





the radius Re in our triaxial model is easily computed. It is also known that the cvir is a
function of the halo mass (NFW; Eke, Navarro & Steinmetz 2001) with the scatter described
by the lognormal distribution function (Jing 2000; Bullock et al. 2001). Therefore, once the
shape of a halo at a given mass is specied, the density prole of the halo is completely xed.
The statistical distribution function of the halo shape is discussed in the next section.
4. Statistics of triaxial density profiles
High-resolution halo simulations, like those used in the last section, is well suited for
studying the detailed internal structures of individual halos, but the number of such halos is
too small for a statistical description. Therefore we switch to the halo catalogues constructed
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from our cosmological simulations in order to study the probability distribution of the shape
of halos. As emphasized in x2, the cosmological simulations employ N = 5123 particles in
a 100h−1Mpc box and thus the mass resolution is even better than that of individual halo
simulations of NFW.
We consider halos which contain more than 104 particles within the virial radius. The
lower mass limits are 6.2  1012M and 2  1013M in the LCDM and SCDM models,
respectively. We also consider three epochs at redshifts z = 0, 0.5 and 1.0 to examine the
time-dependence. At these redshifts, we have 2494, 2160, and 1534 halos in the LCDM
model, and 1806, 879, and 263 halos in the SCDM model, respectively.
4.1. Probability distribution of axis ratios
Following the prescription presented in the last section, we determine the halo shapes
at the iso-density surfaces with A(3) = 2500. Since the typical radius of the surfaces is about
0.3rvir, they are well resolved in our cosmological simulations; the force softening length is
typically smaller by one order of magnitude.
Left panels of Figures 8 and 9 present the ratio a/c of the minor axis a to the major axis
c for halos from the cosmological simulations in the LCDM and SCDM models, respectively;
solid, dotted and dashed histograms indicate the results for 104  Nhalo < 2104, 2104 
Nhalo < 6  104, 6  104  Nhalo, where Nhalo is the number of particles within the virial
radius of each halo; in those Figures we use M4  Nhalo/104, and thus M4 = 1 corresponds
to Mvir = 6.2 1012h−1M, and 2.1 1013h−1M for our LCDM and SCDM models). Top,
middle, and bottom panels show the results at z = 0, 0.5, and 1.0.
Two systematic trends are visible; the ratio is slightly larger for less massive halos, and
decreases at higher redshifts. This motivates us to attempt the following empirical scaling













where M? is the characteristic non-linear mass so that the rms top-hat smoothed overdensity
at the scale σ(M?) is δc = 1.68. Such scaled axis ratios ~rac show a fairly universal distribution
almost independently of the mass and the epoch (histograms in the the right panels of Figs.













with σs = 0.113.
Next we decompose the joint probability distribution function of the axis ratios as
p(a/c, b/c)d(a/c)d(b/c) = p(a/c)d(a/c) p(b/cja/c)d(b/c)
= p(a/c)d(a/c) p(a/bja/c)d(a/b) (18)
in terms of the conditional probability distribution functions, p(b/cja/c) and p(a/bja/c).
The second equality holds because once a/c is xed, the distribution of a/b is uniquely
determined from that of b/c. Since we have shown that the distribution function p(a/c)
is well approximated by equations (16) and (17), we compute the conditional probability
distribution p(a/bja/c). Figures 10 and 11 plot the results for the LCDM and SCDM models,
respectively. Dierent panels correspond to p(a/bja/c) for dierent ranges of a/c. Solid,
dotted, and dashed histograms indicate p(a/bja/c) at z = 0, 0.5, and 1.0, respectively.
The conditional functions appear to be insensitive to the redshift. In both cosmological










where rmin = a/c for a/c  0.5 and rmin = 0.5 for a/c < 0.5.
4.2. Probability distribution of the concentration parameter
We apply the triaxial density prole (eq.[12]) obtained in the halo simulations to the
halo catalogues in the cosmological simulations. Considering the resolution limits, we adopt
α = 1 and use the data points at η < Re < rvir in the t, where η the force softening length
(see x2). Since we do not address the innermost structures of the halos and rather focus
on the value of the concentration parameter ce, this catalogue has a sucient resolution to
yield an unbiased estimate (e.g., Jing 2000; Bullock et al. 2001; Eke, Navarro & Steinmetz
2001 for discussion). As already found in the spherical model (Jing 2000), the distribution
of ce in the triaxial model has a signicant scatter even if the range of the halo mass is fairly
specied reflecting the dependence of the merging history of the individual halo.
The resulting probability distribution functions for ce are presented in Figure 12, which










d ln ce (20)
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with a dispersion of σce  0.3 both in the SCDM and LCDM models. The dispersion is
slightly larger than the value estimated in the spherical model ( 0.2) for equilibrium halos,
but is comparable to the value for all halos put together (Jing 2000).
The probability distribution (eq.[20]) is completed by specifying the mean of the con-
centration parameter ce. The result from our simulations is plotted in Figure 13 as a function
of the halo mass at z = 0, 0.5 and 1.0. NFW proposed a semi-analytic tting formula for the
concentration cvir in the spherical model.
1 More recently Bullock et al. (2001) have shown
that in their LCDM model (the parameters are similar to those of our LCDM model here)
cvir of a given mass decreases with z as / (1 + z)−1. The redshift dependence is stronger
than that predicted in the NFW recipe. Thus Bullock et al. (2001) have proposed another
recipe which successfully describes the concentration cvir. Since we have already shown that
the ratio, ce/cvir, is almost constant (Fig.7), it is interesting to see if the formula of Bullock
et al. (2001) also describes the behavior of ce in our triaxial model.
In the LCDM model, we nd that the redshift dependence of ce for a given mass is
approximately / (1+z)−1 in good agreement with their result. In the SCDM model, however,
our result of ce shows a stronger redshift dependence than their prediction. Following NFW
and Bullock et al. (2001), we propose a new tting formula for ce in the triaxial model:

















where σ(M) is the rms top-hat mass variance at z = 0, δc = 1.68, δc(z) = 1.68/D(z), D(z)
is the linear growth factor, and f = 0.01. Solid lines in Figure 13 indicate the predictions
of equation (21), implying that the formula describes our simulation results very accurately.
In those plots, we adopt Ae = 1.1 and 1.0 for the LCDM and SCDM models, respectively.
We also made sure that the formula also agrees well with our halo simulations in the
LCDM model, while the results appear 10 to 20 % higher (i.e., Ae = 1.2  1.3) than those of
the cosmological simulations (Ae = 1.1). Considering both the typical 30% scatter in ce and
the limited number of the high-resolution halos (12 in total), the above level of dierence
1Originally NFW defined the concentration parameter as c200  r200/rs, where r200 is the radius within
which the mean overdensity is 200ρcrit. Their recipe, however, can be easily generalized to cvir, since r200/rv
is almost constant for a given cosmology.
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may not be interpreted so seriously at this point. In fact, the dierence may be attributed
partly to the fact that halos with signicant substructures (like GR2) have been eliminated
in the high-resolution halo samples (x2), while we have not attempted such a selection in
the cosmological simulations. Indeed Jing (2000) has noted that halos in equilibrium are
systematically more centrally concentrated than those with signicant substructures. We
also note that most previous studies including NFW and Eke, Navarro & Steinmetz (2001)
have preferentially selected isolated halos in re-simulating with higher resolution, which
would have less substructures and therefore have slightly higher concentration than average.
If one is interested in halos in nearly equilibrium, the best-t value of Ae should become 1.3.
Since ce/cvir remains constant(Figs.7 and 15), the tting formula (eq.[21]) can also be used
for predicting cvir in CDM models. On the other hand, the tting formula of Bullock et al.
(2001) would become inaccurate in the SCDM model.
Finally we have checked if the tted values of Re and ce are dependent on the shapes
of halos. Figure 14 presents the ratio of Re to the virial radius rvir as a function of the axis
ratio a/b. Clearly Re/rvir is independent of a/b and of the redshift (or equivalently the halo
mass in unit of M?, see also Fig.7), and approximately given by 0.45. Similarly, we nd that
Re/rvir is independent of b/c and a/c. On the other hand, the concentration parameter ce
is slightly dependent on the halo shape. Figure 15 indicates that halos with smaller a/c are
less centrally concentrated.
In terms of the scaled axis ratio (a/c)sc (eq.[16]), the ratio of the mean concentration ce











This t is plotted in the solid line in Figure 15, which is in good agreement with the simulation
data for dierent halo masses and both in the LCDM and SCDM models.
5. Summary and Discussion
This paper has presented the triaxial modeling of the dark matter halo density proles,
for the rst time, on the basis of the combined analysis of the high-resolution halo simulations
(12 halos with N  106 particles within their virial radius) and the large cosmological
simulations (5 realizations with N = 5123 particles in a 100h−1Mpc boxsize). In particular,
we found that the universal density prole discovered by NFW in the spherical model can
be also generalized to our triaxial model description. Our triaxial density prole is specied
by the concentration parameter ce and the scaling radius R0 (or the virial radius Re in the
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triaxial modeling) as well as the axis ratios a/c and a/b.
We have obtained several tting formulae for those parameters which are of practical
importance in exploring the theoretical and observational consequences of our triaxial model
(in doing so we have adopted α = 1 since the precise value of the inner slope is dicult to
reliably determine even with the resolution of the current simulations);
 the mass and redshift dependence of the axis ratio, or equivalently the denition of the
scaled axis ratio ~rac  (a/c)sc : equation(16)
 the probability distribution of the axis ratio p(~rac) : equation(17)
 the conditional probability distribution of the axis ratios p(a/bja/c) : equation(19)
 the mean value of the concentration parameter ce(M, z) : equation(21)
 the dependence of the concentration parameter on the axis ratio ~rac : equation(23)
 the probability distribution of the concentration parameter p(ce) : equation(20)
Since ce/cvir remains constant(Figs.7 and 15), the tting formula (eq.[21]) can also be used
for predicting cvir in CDM models. On the other hand, the tting formula of Bullock et al.
(2001) would become inaccurate in the SCDM model.
We have focused on the triaxial modeling and characterization of dark halos in the
present paper, and plan to show specic applications elsewhere. Nevertheless it would be
worthwhile to mention several important examples of the current model; (i) the gas and
temperature proles of X-ray clusters. Almost all previous analytical models for the X-ray
proles of galaxy clusters have adopted the spherical approximation perhaps due to the lack
of any specic model for the non-sphericity. Since our triaxial model species the gravita-
tional potential of the hosting halos, one may compute the gas and temperature proles,
with an additional assumption of the hydrostatic equilibrium for instance, as performed in
the NFW model (?, e.g.,)]MSS98,SSM98,KS01. (ii) the systematic bias and statistical dis-
tribution of the Hubble constant estimated via the Sunyaev { Zel’dovich eect. In view of
the on-going observational projects, it is of vital importance to re-evaluate the reliability
of the estimates taking account of the non-sphericity eect of the clusters. With the above
modeling of the gas and temperature proles for individual clusters, one may discuss the
statistical properties of the estimates of the Hubble constant combining the extensive tting
formula for the probability distribution functions of the triaxial model parameters and the
halo mass function (?, e.g.,)]sheth99,jenkins01. (iii) the weak and strong lens statistics. The
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comparison with the weak lensing observations provides information of the degree of triaxi-
ality of observed clusters, mainly at outer regions. In addition, the frequency of the lensing
arc is known to be sensitive to the non-sphericity of the halo mass prole especially in the
central regions (?, e.g.,)]bart98,meneghetti00,meneghetti01,molikawa01,oguri02. (iv) predic-
tions of the non-linear clustering of dark matter based on the halo model (?, e.g.,)]MJB1997,
MF2000, Hamanaetal2001, kang2002. The high-order statistics of clustering, e.g. the three-
point correlation and the bispectrum, should be quite sensitive to the non-sphericity. Thus
the combination of those approaches would yield a direct test of the dark matter paradigm
(Spergel & Steinhardt 2000; Yoshida et al. 2000).
Numerical simulations presented in this paper were carried out at ADAC (the Astronom-
ical Data Analysis Center) of the National Astronomical Observatory, Japan, and at KEK
(High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Japan). Y.P.J. was supported in part by
the One-Hundred-Talent Program, by NKBRSF (G19990754) and by NSFC (No.10125314),
and Y.S was supported in part by the Grant-in-Aid from Monbu-Kagakusho (07CE2002,
12640231), and by the Supercomputer Project (No.00-63) of KEK.
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Table 1. Model parameters for cosmological simulations with N = 5123 in a 100h−1Mpc
box.
Model Ω0 λ0 σ8 Γ mp[h
−1M] timesteps realizations
LCDM 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.2 6.2 108 1200 2
SCDM 1.0 0.0 0.55 0.5 2.1 109 1200 2
LCDMa 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.2 6.2 108 5000 1
Table 2. Properties of the new simulated halos in the LCDM model with Ω0 = 0.3,
λ0 = 0.7, h = 0.7, σ8 = 1, and Γ = 0.21
identication number M [h−1M] a Np b rvir[h−1Mpc]c
GX 5 6.1 1012 945864 0.373
GR 5 5.5 1013 644839 0.776
aMass of the halo within its virial radius.
bNumber of particles within its virial radius.
cthe virial radius of the halo.
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Fig. 1.| Examples of projected particle distribution in four halos; a) CL3, b) GR1, c) GR5,
and d) GX3. The size of each box is 2rvir of each halo. For each halo, particles in the
isodensity shells with A  ρs/ρcrit = 100, 2500, and 6.25 104 are plotted on the xy, yz and
zx planes (from left to right). The bottom panels show the triaxial ts to ve isodensity






Fig. 2.| A schematic illustration of the triaxial model for the isodensity surface of dark
matter halos. The axis lengths are dened to be a  b  c, and θ11 (θ22) measures the angle
between the longest (middle) axis of the iso-density surface with that of A(3) = 2500 (eq.[4]).
Fig. 3.| Axis ratios for the triaxial model ts to twelve halos. Left: results for individual
halos. The dashed lines are for cluster halos, the dotted ones for group halos, and the solid
lines for galactic halos. Right: symbols indicate the mean and the one-sigma dispersion from
the halo simulations, while the solid lines show the single power-law t (eq.[6]). The upper
and lower panels show a/c and b/c, respectively.
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Fig. 4.| Degree of alignment of the directions of the ellipsoid axes. Left: results for
individual halos. The dashed lines are for cluster halos, the dotted ones for group halos,
and the solid lines for galactic halos. Right: symbols indicate the mean and the one-sigma
dispersion from the halo simulations. The upper and lower panels show for the major and
middle axes respectively.
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Fig. 5.| The ratio of the quadrupole moments dened the triaxial and in the spherical
models for ve shells at radii from 0.05rvir to 0.6rvir. The dashed lines are for cluster halos,
the dotted ones for group halos, and the solid lines for galactic halos.
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Fig. 6.| Radial density proles in our triaxial model of the simulated halos of galaxy (left),
group (middle), and cluster (right) masses. The solid and dotted curves represent ts to
equation (12) with α = 1.5 and 1.0, respectively. For reference, we also show ρ(R) / R−1
and R−1.5 in dashed and solid lines. The vertical dashed lines indicate the force softening
length which corresponds to our resolution limit. For the illustrative purpose, the values of
the halo densities are multiplied by 1, 10−1, 10−2, 10−3 from top to bottom in each panel.
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Fig. 7.| The tting results of the triaxial model to twelve halos. a) the concentration
parameter ce for α = 1 (crosses) and for α = 1.5 (lled circles); b) the ratio of ce to that of
the spherical counterpart, cvir, for α = 1; c) the ratio of Re to the virial radius rvir in the
spherical model.
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Fig. 8.| The distribution of the axis ratio a/c of the halos in the cosmological simulations
of the LCDM model before (left) and after (right) the scaling described in the text. Top,
middle and bottom panels correspond to z = 0, 0.5, and 1.0, respectively. Solid, dotted
and dashed histograms indicate the results for halos that have the number of particles of
M4  (Nhalo/104) within the virial radius. The smooth solid curves in all the panels represent
our t (eq.[17]).
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Fig. 9.| Same as Figure 8, except for the halos in the SCDM simulations.
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Fig. 10.| The conditional distribution of the axis ratio a/b of the halos in the cosmological
simulations of the LCDM model for a given range of a/c. Halos at dierent redshifts are
represented with dierent lines as indicated in the bottom-right panel. The smooth solid
curves in all the panels represent our t (eq.[19]).
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Fig. 11.| Same as Figure 8, except for the halos in the SCDM simulations.
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Fig. 12.| Distribution of the concentration ce of the halos in the LCDM (left) and in the
SCDM (right) models for dierent halo mass M4  (Nhalo/104). The smooth solid curves
represent our log-normal t (eq.[20]).
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Fig. 13.| The mean of the concentration ce as a function of the virial mass in the LCDM
and SCDM models. The solid curves represent our tting formula (eq.[21]) at z = 0, 0.5,
and 1.0 from top to bottom. The data point, labeled Moore99, is taken from the result of
Moore et al. (1999), and is scaled according to our tting formula (eq.[21]).
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Fig. 14.| The ratio of Re to the virial radius for halos with dierent shapes in the LCDM
(left) and SCDM (right) models at dierent redshifts.
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Fig. 15.| The dependence of the ellipsoid concentration ce on the scaled axis ratio (a/c)sc.
Dierent symbols denote the results of halos of dierent mass (Nhalo = 10
4M4 particles)
in the LCDM and SCDM models. The smooth solid curve represents our tting formula
(eq.[23]).
